
FEARIOUS is not for the faint of heart.

Global Sceen’s special content label brings movies and series to all those fans who are looking
for a real challenge - guaranteed to be captivating, gripping and shocking. FEARIOUS offers horror,  

suspense, mystery, action, sci-fi, surreal or weird humour - For all those who like things being
out of the ordinary.



WITCH HUNT JOHN HENRY

RISE PHOBIAS

Hunting season is on! In a modern America where witches are 
real and witchcraft is illegal, WITCH HUNT follows teenager 
Claire, who must face her own demons and prejudices as she 
helps two young witches elude authorities to seek asylum in 
Mexico.

This gripping mystery-thriller shows what can happen in a modern 
society when irrational fears and old prejudices take over. Witch 
Hunt is written and directed by Elle Callahan (“Head Count”), star-
ring award-winning Elizabeth Mitchell (“The Purge: Election Year”, 
“Lost”), Christian Camargo (“The Hurt Locker”, “Penny Dreadful”), 
Gideon Adlon (“The Mustang”, “The Society”), Abigail Cowen 
(“Chilling Aventures of Sabrina”) and Lulu Antariksa (“Legacies”).

Country: USA | Duration: 97 min. | Language: English

It‘s hammer time! When ex-gang member John Henry protects 
two immigrant children from his former gang leader Hell, he 
has to face his old demons. Will he help them and take bitter 
revenge or can he continue his new life in peace?

Terry Crews (“The Expendables”) is JOHN HENRY - the hero with 
the hammer. A nail-biting gangster thriller starring Jamila 
Velazquez (“Empire”), Ken Foree (“Water for Elephants”), Joseph 
Julian Soria (“Animal Kingdom”), Maestro Harrell (“Suburgato-
ry”) and Grammy-winner Chris Bridges aka Ludacris (“Fast & 
Furious”) who also contributes to the smashing score.

Country: USA | Duration: 91 min. | Language: English

While away at college in the USA, Princess Aisa’s family is 
murdered and her sister kidnapped by the terrorist organiza-
tion Boko Haram. Being faced with the lack of support from the 
authorities, Aisa takes action into her own hands and sets out 
to take revenge.

RISE displays the reign of terror by Boko Haram and shows the 
fearless fight of suppressed women against their tormentors, 
starring Peter Mensah (“300”, “Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.”), 
Sasha Morfaw (“Halt and Catch Fire”, “Watchmen”), Sufe Brad-
shaw (“Veep”, “Murder Mystery”), Sydelle Noel (“GLOW”, “Black 
Panther”) and Jimmy Akingbola (“Arrow”, “Holby City”). 

Country: USA  | Duration: 90 min. | Language: English
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In order to weaponize fear for military use, a crazed doctor in 
a secret government testing facility tortures his patients with 
extreme experiments. They have to face their phobias and re-
live their most painful memories over and over.

This gripping horror-thriller brings to life your worst nightmares, 
starring multi-talented Macy Gray and Hanna Lee Mae (“Pitch 
Perfect”-trilogy, “The Babysitter”), Martina García (“Narcos”, “The 
Hidden Face”), Leonard Nam (“Westworld”, “Sneaky Pete”), Rushi 
Kota (“Grey’s Anatomy”, “The Divorce Party”) and Lauren Miller 
Rogen (“Like Father”, “Better off Single”).

Country: USA  | Duration: 90 min. | Language: English
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